[Extrapleural solitary fibrous tumor in nose: 2 cases report and review of literature].
To analyze the clinical characteristics, imaging features, pathological findings, treatment and prognosis of the extrapleural solitary fibrous tumor (EPSFT) in nose, and then to improve the quality of diagnosis and treatment of EPSFT. Clinical data of two patients with EPSFT were collected in recent 2 years. All the information, including clinical symptoms, imaging characteristics, blood routine, serum biochemical, treatment options, pathological immunohistochemical findings, and following-up results were reported and analyzed, and the clinical features of EPSFT in the nose were summarized with review of the literature. (1) The main clinical characteristics were nasal obstructive and epistaxis. (2)There were no imaging differences essentially between EPSFT and other tumors in nasal cavity. In terms of enhancement CT scanning, the image manifestations of EPSET were similar to that of hemangioma to a certain degree in nasal cavity. (3) Routine blood and serum biochemical test were normal in the patients with EPSFT in the nose. (4)Confirmed diagnosis mainly depended on pathological and immunohistochemical findings. (5) These two patients underwent surgical treatment, and the tumors were en bloc resected, and were in full recovery. Follow-up time is 2 years in one case and the other one is 1 year. No recurrence or metastasis were found in these two patients. DSA and vascular embolism is recommended before surgical treatment in some patients. En bloc resection is the preferred treatment option with definite curative effect for the patients with EPSFT in nose, and the prognosis is favorable.